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60 WORLD BANK: Overview

president to nominate the IBRD president. As of mid-2007,

Robert Zoellick, a former U.S. trade representative, took

over as president.

[See also Banking, International; Bretton Woods Sys-

tem; "Debt Crisis"; Development, Industrial; Informal Em-

pire; Inter-American Development Bank; ond Trade,

International.l
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World Bank and the IMF in Africa

The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund

(IMF) were established atthe 1944 Bretton Woods confer-

ence in New Hampshire as the key global institutions for

post-World War II Western economic reconstruction. The

World Bank focused on projects, with subsequent divisions

set up for private-sector financing, risk guarantees, and

concessional loans; the IMF was tasked with maintaining

macroeconomic balances between countries. Within five

years the bank turned its attention from the rehabilitation

of European infrastructure to Third World development

projects, including financing colonialism in Africa. At the

outset, gold-producing-and white-ruled-South Africa

was a relatively important actor, with a 1.34 percent

ownership or voting share and a strong alliance with the

United States, followed by Egypt at 0.70 percent and

Ethiopia at 0.30 percent. By the early twenty-first century

the three largest African shareholders in the bank were

South Africa with 0.85 percent, Nigeria with 0.80 percent,

and Algeria with 0.59 percent.

Beginning in Colombia, the Bretton Woods institutions

established the objective of Third World 'modernization"

tbrough market expansion and the imposition of Western

institutional laws, norms, and values. This sometimes en-

tailed the generation of a so-called development discourse

about why poor countries did not develop, which was often

a social construct that justified intervention in the form of

projects and prcgrams by the Bretton Woods institutions.

The bank and fund were most influential in Africa, espe-

cially from the 1980s as managers of the Third World debt

crisis and as long-distance policymakers, at a time when

neoliberal-that is, Washington Consensus-economic

and development philosophies became hegemonic. Attempts
to reform the bank in various ways-for gender equity,

protection of the environment (especially big dams and

extractive industries), participation, transparency, internal
demccracy (for example, Third World voting rights), labor

rights, and'lost-Washington" economics-led to generally

superficial or rapiclly reversed changes, culminating in a

highly controversial, contradictory anticorruption initiative

by Paul Wolfowitz, the World Bank president from 2005

to 20O7.

Thus in the first decade of the twenty-first century-

even while the IMF was losing influence as a funder of last

resort for most middle-income countries (which during the

mid-2000s repaid their credits early)-Africa remained

highly vulnerable, in part because the continent has also

been the site of the most contradictory and sometimes self-

defeating resistance by both state and civil society to the

Bretton Woods twins.

Colonial and Apartheid Infrastructure. Most

Africans know the World Bank and IMF through their

advice to national finsnce ministries and central bank

leaders about structural adjustment, but it was on micro-

development and project terrains that their approach may

be most durable, datingback to support for colonial devel-

opment. The bank began African operations in 1951, when

its staff first provided credits for energy and railroad in-

frastructural extensions to the newly installed apartheid

regime in South Africa-$20O million was lent from 1951

to 1966.

Consistent with the bank's primary mission during its

first three decades, the focus was on vast projects such as

the 1956 Kariba Dam on thle Zambezi River, jointly

owned by the governments of Southern Rhodesia (ater

Zimbabwe) and Northern Rhodesia (Zambia). At the time,



what was then the bank's biggest loan created the world's

largest artifrcial lake, mainly in order to ensure a power

supply for mining corporations working the Zambian

copper belt. Although Prime Minister Ian Snith defaulted

on repayment in 1965 when Southern Rhodesia declared

its Unilateral Declaration of Independence @ritain took
over the debt servicing), most ofthe colonial-era loans had
the effect of tying Africa to the world ecrnomy through

extractive industries.

Meanwhile, as in the case of Kariba hydropower, banlr
loans to South Aftica were not used for black household

consumption, considering that it was only in the late 1970s

that townshipa were electrified (although white South
Africans had nearly universal access). The bulk of elechicity
provision financed by the bank went to mining and smelting
operatione. Bank railroad loans pmvided an inexpensive

means of transporting migrant black male laborers fiom

distant rural Bantustan locations to mines and factories

because the pass laws and Group Areas Ast limited black

urbanization to men. Most rural women were structurally
delimited to supplying cheap labor through uncompensated
child-rearing, health care, and elder care-functions that

in most societies were increasingly subsidized by state wel-

fare systems or company employee-benefrt plograms. In
these respects colonial modes of oppression based upon

class, race, gender, and Bantustan ecological degradation

were given financing and legitimacy from the World Benk.

As another example, during the late 1950s the bank's

support for the Southern Rhodesian Native Land Husban-
dry Act aimed to commodiry what had been Tribal Trust

Land," although mass resistance to the resulting displace-

ment ofpeasantries by an increasingly politicized citizenry

resulted in crippling enforcement problems. As Cheryl
Payer concluded in her seminal critique of the bank, the

act 'was designed in part to provide white industrialists
with a captive labor force by denying migrant labor the

right to return to land in the reserves" (p. 340).

Such loans to colonial authorities in Aftica saddled
postcolonial states with inherited debts and gave bank
staff a cloee view of the economy and society. The bank
compiled probably the most sophisticated set ofdata about

African markets durireg the twentieth century and gaingd

unparalleled policy-advisory po\ryer, especially when it

later came to coordinate donor-country offices in many
African capitals. The bank's role as a primary postcolonial

lender also gave con-fidence to private-sector creditors, who
during the 1970s found willing borrowers because interest

rates were negative in real terms, given the dollar's fall
and relatively high inflation.
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However, in at least fifteen African countries a very

stmng case could be made that the bank and other

cr€ditors engaged in legally "odious" lending-often for

reasons related to Cold War geopolitics-because the

citizens were victimized both in the debt's original accu-

mulation (and use aga.inst them) and in demands that it be
repaid (Toussaint, p. 384):

. Nigeria under the regimes of Muhammadu Buhari and

Sani Abacha from 1984 to 1998 ($30 billion)
o South Africa under apartheid from 1948 to L993 ($22

billion)
r the Democratic Republic of the Congo under Mobutu

Sese Seko ftom 1965 to 1997 ($13 billion)
o Sudan under Jaafar Nimeiri from 1"969 to 1985 ($9

billion)
. Ethiopia under Mengistu Haile Mariam from 1974 to

1991 ($8 billion)
o Kenya under Daniel arap Moi from 1978 to 2002 ($5.8

billion)
. Republic of the Congo under Denis Sassou-Nguesso from

1979 tn 2005 ($4.5 billion)
. Mali under Moussa Traor6 ftom 1968 to 1991 (92.5

billion)
. Somalia under Mohammed Siad Barre from 1969 to

1991 ($2.3 billion)
r Malawi under Hastings Kamuzu Banda from 1966 to

1994 ($2.2 billion)
. Togo under Gnassingb6 Eyadr5ma ftom 1967 to 2005

($1.4 billion)
. Liberia under Samuel Doe from 1980 to 1990 ($1.2

billion)
e Rwanda under Juv6nal Habyarimana from 1973 to 1994

($1 billion)
. Uganda under ldi Amin Dada from 1971 to 1979 ($0.6

billion)
. the Central African Republic under Jean-B6del Bokassa

from 1966 to 1970 ($0.2 billion)

Beginning in the late 19?0s the bank and IMF switched

fnom pmject funding to general revenue support, espe-

cially in South Africa after the Soweto uprising in 1976

scared off private-sector financiers. Indeed, South Aftica

was the Bretton Woods institutions'single largest African

borrower until the early 1980s. For South Africa the IMF
provided more than $2 billion until it was banned from

doing so in 1983 by a U.S. antiapartheid law, whereas

the bank had ceased lending in 1967 when South Africa

became classified as'upper-middle income." In a revealing

controversy the year bef<rre, the United Nations General
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Assembly ordered the bank to halt apartheid lending, as

requested by the African National Congress leader Albert

Luthuli and the U.S. civil rights leader Martin Luther

King Jr. Rejecting the order, the bank argued that its

"articles provide that the trank and its officers shall not

interfere in the political affairs of any member and

that they shall not be influenced in their decisions by the

political character of the member or members concerned"
(cited in Darrow, p. 151). The bank continued to support

South African colonial activity in Africa throughout the

1980s.
The bank's final loan to the apartheid government was

surreptitious, through Lesotho, to pay for the continenf,s

largest dam, Katse, located in Lesotho, whose main pur-

pose is cross-catchment water transfers to Johannesburg.

The bank's role was highly controversial partly because

of environmental and human-displacement problems in

the Lesotho highlands, as well as corruption in a dam-

reparations fund for affected communities. Additional

sources of contmversy were the repression and shooting

of workers at the dam construction site, hotly contested

regional geopolitics-leading to a 1998 invasion of Le-

sotho by the South African army, which was ostensibly

concerned about threats to the dam's safety in the midst

of a military coup-and the bank's establishment of a

secret London trust fund to break antiapartheid finan-

cial sanctions. The Lesotho dam also became the world's

highest-profile site of cormption when the government

accused a dozen major construction corporations ofbribing

its officials; the trank was finally pressured by the United

States Senate to debar some of the firms.

As a final example of controversial relations with

authoritarian African rulers. IMF advisers had a central

role in the apartheid governmenf,s late-1980s shift toward

neoliberal economic strategies: very high real interest

rates (rising from -6 percent in 1987 to -t7 percent in

1989), privatization of the state iron and steel company,

export-oriented growth strategies, and implementation of

the regressive value-added tax, which led to a two-day

strike by 3.5 million workers.

Postcolonial Lending and Structural Adjustment.

With most African states independent by the late 1960s,

and with commercial banks cash-flush with petrodollar

surlrluses (from Arab oil-related deposits after 1973),

many countries took on excessive foreign debt during

the 1970s. Soon, however, prices for most extractive

resounces-aside from oil and gold-and cash cmps fell

dramatically. Using 1970 as a base index year of 100,

commodity prices soared to 142 at peak in 1973 but then

fell to well below 40 by the late 1990s. In Ethiopia, for

example, coffee exports rose from 1992, with the volume

of output doubling by 2003-yet export values actually

fell over this period, frnom $450 million to less than $100
million.

By 2003 primary exports of natural resources accounted

for nearly 80 percent ofAfrican exportg compared to 31 per-

cent for all dweloping countries and 16 percent for the

advanced capitalist economies, and many African countries

were dependent upon a single commodity for exports, includ-

ing crude petroleum (Angola 92 percenl Congo 57 percent,

Gabon 70 percent, Nigeria 96 percent, and Equatorial

Guinea 91 percent), copper (Zambia 52 percent), diamonds

(Botswana 91 percent), coffee (Burundi 76 percent, Ethiopia

62 percenl Uganda S3percent), tobacco (Malawi S9percent),

and uranium (Niger 59 percent).

As interest rates soared and commodity prices plunged-

during the 1980s, the bank and IMF gained the power

to introduce structural adjustment. The World Bank's

l98l Accelerated, Deuelopment in Sub-Saharan Africa,

better known as the Berg Report after its author, the

consultant Elliot Berg, was the main signal of the neolib-

eral market-oriented strategy ahead, and it negated the

African countries' own state-centric Lagos Declaration

of 1979. Very few countries resisted, and the effects

were quite consistent. Budget cuts depressed economies'

effective demand and cut growth to negative per capita

rates. Privatization often did not distinguish which

state enterprises mighthave been strategic in nature and

was too often accompanied by corruption and the foreign

takeover of domestic industry. The most vulnerable

people-women and children, the elderly, and the dis-

abled-were the primary victims of structural adjust-

ment. They were expected to survive with less social

subsidy, with more pressure on the fabric of the family

during economic crisis, and with the damage done by

HIV/AIDS-aII closely correlated to the tearing of

safety nets by structural-adjustment policies. More-

over, there were no attempts by World Bank and the

IMF economists to determine how state agencies could

supply services that enhanced "public goods" (and merit
goods).

Notwithstanding their failures, the bank and the IMF

demanded even more latitude to redesign the nature of

reformed neoliberalism during the late 1990s in areas such

as debt relief, structural adjustment, and institutional
governance. Their success in this regard is witnessed by

the fact that neolibere.lism remains the dominant policy

paradigm in Africa, despite systemic failure.



Debt reached levels that were impossible for most African
countries to repay. From 1980 to 2OO2 sub-Saharan Africa's

total foreign detrt rose at a faster rate than that of

Latin America, the Caribbean, and the Middle East: from

$61 billion to $206 billion, and the ratio of debt to GDP
soared frcm 23 percent to 66 perrcent. As part ofthe poorest

continent and as a recipient of much concessional frnance,

sub-Saharan Africa did not repay the debt at the same rate

that other regions did, but nevertheless it retired $255
billion of foreign credit during the 1980s and 1990s, a
factor of 4.2 times the original 1980 debt. By the early
2000s the debt remained unbearable for at least twenty-

one African countries, at a level at more than 300 percent

ofexport earnings. For countries like Sudan, Burundi, Si-

erra Leone, and Guinea-Bissau, it was frfteen times greater

than annual export earnings. For some countries-includ-

ing Cameroon, the Gambia, Mauritania, Senegal, and

Zambia-servicing the debt far exceeded government

spending on health care.

To address the debt the Highly Indebted Poor Countries
Initiative (HPC) was intnoduced in 1996, along with the

renaming of the shuctural-adjustment philomphy in 1999

as Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs). Mozambi-
que was a high-profile pilot case, but harsh confitions were

required, according to a letter sent to the Mozambican pre-

sident Joaquim Chissano by the bank president James Wol-
fensobn in March 1998. These conditions included:

o the privatization of municipal water, requiring a "sharp"
rise in water prices, which were then "to be increased

even further prior to the signing of management

contracts";
o the quintupling of patient fees for public health services

over a five-year period; and
o the privatization and simultaneous liberalization of the

important cashew-nut-processing industry, which led to

the collapse of most factories and to ten thousand job

losses, mainly for women.

A year later more than seventy new conditions emerged

in the next IMF debt-relief package, including a recom-

mendation that parliament make the tex structure more
regr€ssive-that is, so the rich would pay a decreasing

share of their income. Yet more arrogantly, the IMF used

new j argon in applying neoliberal conditionality to the rural
water sector: "transforming the planning and delivery of

rural water and sanitation services fmm a supply-driven

model to a sustained demand responsive model, character-
ized by community management, cost recovery, and the
involvement of the private sector.o
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In June 2005 the HIPC was augmented by G7 finance

ministers' debt-relief concessions for eighteen countries

that were near or at the HIPC 'tompletion point." Of

these, fourteen are African: Benin, Burkina Faso, Ethiopia,

Ghana, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Mozambique, Niger,

Rwanda, Senegal, Tanzania, Uganda, and Zambia. Ten
others due for relief once they pass the HIPC initiative

hurdles are Bwundi Camermn, Chad, the Democratic

Republic of the Congo, the Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau,

Malawi, Sierra Leone, and Sio Tom6 and Principe. There

are at least another eight African countries waiting to

enter HIPC: Central African Republic, Comoros, the

Republic of the Congo, Ivory Coast (C6te d'Ivoire),

Liberia, Somalia, Sudan, and Togo. The single largest

debt concession went to Nigeria in 2005 but required
that the temporarily cash-rich government make a vast

$12 billion cash down payment before gaining relief.

Some African countries occasionally defaulted, includ-

ing South Africa (1985-1986), Zimbabwe (1999- ), and

Nigeria (2005). Nigeria gained increased negotiating
power with creditors, given rising internal political

pressure to repudiate debt inherited from the military

regime. South Africa's default two decades earlier led

to renegotiations and rollovers from Swiss bankers.

Zimbabwe's was not resolved because the country simply

ran out of hard currency, striving mightily to generate

$150 million to repay partially the IMF in 2005 and 2006,

but it was not subsequently able to bonow.

As for African citizenries, they often resorted to

so-called IMF riots as a way of expressing disapproval. On

a more organized basis, the Jubilee Africa movement made

a strong case for disengagement: "We reject .. . any further

role or interference of the World Bank or IMF in our coun-

tries. We as African civil society organisations need to ...

mobi-lize our people to challenge and change the global

economic system through campaigns and actions to shut

down the World Bank and IMF." Their arguments in favor

of debt repudiation and against taking new World Bank

loans included three critical points:

. The high cost of bank money- All foreign loans have this
problem, given that the local African cunency tends to

decline in value against currencies in which loans are

denominated-hence dramatically raising the effective

interest rate for repayment-and that the hard

crurency that is imported to a central bank is typically

used for elite consumption and inappropriate imports,

but in turn requires greater export orientation for

repayment.
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. Any African country's ability n finance deueloprnent

through local bonowing or cunency issuance, and to

bnrrotn from erport credit agencies for trad,e finance.
Either credit from local financial markets or central-

bank money printing may be far more apprtrpriate for

raising the local (not foreigrr) funding required for most

basic needs and development requirements.
c The strings attorhed to foreign /ocns. Ongoing neoliberal

conditionality on World Bank loans to privatize, deregu-

late, or liberalize led the Norwegian government to in-

. vestigate in mid-2006 and withdraw its financial

support from a bank infrastructure fund in early 2007.

The primary civil-society strategy to weaken the

bank, initially endorsed by Jubilee South Africa, is the

World Bank Bonds Boycott, designed to assist civil-society

forces in their withdrawal of pensions, municipal funds,

university endowments, and social responsibility investors

from bank bonds. Many major investors agreed to the

boycott during the early twenty-first century. Taxpayer

defunding of the bank, along the lines of the Norwegian

example, is also the strategy ofa broader network ofnorth-

ern nongovernment agencies. This was part of a broader

debate in civil society over whether to "fix" or instead "nix"

the bank.

lSee also Colonialism, subentry Africa; "Debt Crisis";

Development, Industrial, subentry Africa; International

Monetary Fund; Neocolonialism in Africa; Postcolonial-

ism;' and Washington Consensus.]
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WORLD COLINCIL OF CHURCHES. The World

Council of Churches (WCC), an organization foreseen at

a conference in 1910 and constituted at an assembly in

1948. has been the main international instrument for co-

operation among most historic Protestant and Orthodox

churches. The Roman Catholic Church sends observers

and cooperates with many of the WCC's agencies, but it

is not a member. nor are some conservative Protestant

bodies such as the Southern Baptist Convention in the

United States. Unforeseen in 1910 but often eclipsing

the WCC member churches a century later are the

Pentecostal, Evangelical, and Fundamentalist bodies and

movements that stand apart from and often against the

WCC, charging that it is too liberal. Despite this situation,

the WCC has survived and repeatedly revised its mission

and progtam.

Early Years. tn 1910 representatives of Christian

churches from around the world met at an International

Missionary Conference in Edinburgh, Scotland. Still expres-

sive of a scene in which there were self-conceived "sending

churches," which used Europe and North America as bases

for missions to colonies and foreign nationg they later faced

"younger churches," the results ofthose missions. The WCC

through the decades recogrrized the postcolonial situation

and provided a voice for and experienced the power of what

were called Third World churches after World War II and

into the twenty-first century. Such recognition and the

shifts in understanding that the recognition implied caused

strains within the council, strains that it has chosen to

address in a variety of ways, some of which elicit criticism

try many member churches.

The leaders of churches in 1910 resolved to find a way

to give expression to Cbristian unity. Through the

years the council itself developed out of three forces: two

movements-named Faith and Order, and Life and

Work-and the International Missionary Council. At

Edinburgh the delegates paid most attention to the way

that diverse expressions of faith had both kept church

bodies apart and alienated people who might have found


